Research on the needs of young adults
concerning skills in digital ﬁlmmaking and awareness of European cultural heritage
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Number of questionnaires
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Italy and The Netherlands:
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In case you have a migrant background where do you originally come from and how many years have you lived in
Germany

Austria
Serbia, Turkey, USA,
Ukraine, Romania,
Bosnia & Herzegovina,
Czech Republic,
Germany, Asia
Average 5,27 years

Polen, Syria
Average 3 years

Level of knowledge in using a computer

Greece

Cyprus

Armenia
Only one answer:
29 years

Latvia, Syria,
Kameroon
Average 4 years

2

The
Netherlands
Turkey, Syria, Iran,
Jemen, Bulgaria
Average 2,5 years

Level of knowledge in using a tablet

22
15

3

Very low Low

Nigeria
Only one answer:
20 years

Level of knowledge in using a video camera

31
18

Italy

2
Well Good High

8

5

Very low Low

12
5

1
Low

Well Good High

6

7

Well Good High

Experience with video productions (including writing a script, recording, editing etc.)?
“It would be helpful to
have a small budget
for costs concerning
transport.”

“The diﬃculty was
to understand the
editing programme
of the video.”

12
Yes

49

“I worked on a short ﬁlm
and on a music video. We
did have diﬃculties since
we hired the equipment.“

“Production of video
clips with digital camera
and smartphone.
The diﬃculty was in
editing.”

No

Topics on European cultural heritage
The top ﬁve topics that received the greatest number of points and are considered as important to be promoted through a video production.
Learning to play or sing traditional music

Working with cultural heritage images
/ sounds / data in creative work
Art

Seeing a performing arts event
(not necessary traditional)
Visiting an art gallery and attending a
traditional event (e.g. food festivals, carnival)

Attending a traditional event (e.g. food
festivals, carnival, ﬂoral festival, etc.)

Conclusions
Young people consider heritage as something alive not old and coming from
the past. Rock music for example is also a heritage. Anything we would show to
an Alien to understand our culture and way of living is heritage. Also, using
older heritage products in a more contemporary way, mixing them with current
forms of cultural products can give them a new meaning that resonates with
the youngsters’ interests and make them more engaged in the process.

Number of
respondents
interested in
participating in a
video production
project organized
by Europe4All:

24

